ART PREVIEW

House arrest
;arah Kent talks to
chael Landy about
is new installation
at Tate Britain.
eople often go to art galleries

Pto escape normal life but, walk

into Tate Britain, and you are
confronted by a Victorian semi
squatting in the Duveen galleries.
The intruder looks enormous
when, actually, it's a facsimile of
me house in which Michael Landy
grew up in Essex. The exterior has
Dean smothered in pebble-dash
and the front door and window
frames replaced by modern
plastics, but tbe introduction of
mis cuckoo into the neo-classical
interior is not a demand for a
change in museum policy — for an
acknowledgement of suburban
aesthetics. Nor is it a trip down
memory lane.
Semi-detached', Michael
sandy's best installation to date,
is not about childhood memories
Out a tender and melancholic look
at the life led by his father since
July 21, 1977 when, recalls Landy,
: a calamitous thing happened to
is all. At the age of 37 his father,
a tunneller who 'lived for his work',
was buried alive when the roof of a
tunnel collapsed on top of him.
Desptte being dragged free by

colleague, he suffered multiple
injuries, spent the next six months
in traction and, although no longer
in a wheelchair, has been unable
to work ever since, 'Had he been a
doctor,' says Landy, 'my Dad
might have been able to return to
his profession, but because he
relied on physical strength, he
couldn't go back to his previous
occupation.'
As the building's central spine,
the Duveen galleries are difficult to
occupy convincingly. 'The Duveens
are a very particular kind of space,'
says Landy. 'People come and go
the whole time, so I realised I
needed something physically
confrontational. Now because it fits
so well, the house feels as if it has

'The Duveens are a
very particular kind
of space. People
come and go the
whole time, so I
realised I needed
something
Physically
controntational.'

been here for a longtime.'
Having decided to reconstruct the
exterior in the gallery, it became
essential to get every detail right
(including the battered head above
the front door and the tap on the rear
extension). So, although the
structure consists of Styrofoam
sheets covered in thin sections of
London brick, it looks convincingly
real until, that is, you walk round
the side and realise that several feet
separate the front and back façades
and that the inside surfaces are
screens.
Standing in the Octagon, between
the two sections of the semi, you
can watch three videos in which
Landy records 'a life suspended'.
'Shelf Life' scrutinises the clobber
on and around the shelf in his
father's bedroom. Moving slowly
overthe surface of things, it records
every speck of dust, ball of fluff and
smear of dirt that have accumulated
overtime. 'lt's like anartwork;
things don't change, they've
become entombed around him and
the bed,' says Landy of this
assortment of DIY tools, superglue
tubes, earplugs, headphones, pile
of boxing videos and a dead moth.
Pinned up amongthem, family
snaps offerglimpses ofhappytimes
shrouded in dust.
'Four Walls' consists of nearly
3,000 images taken from the DO'
magazines and manuals collected
by his father since the 1950s.
Diagrams and photographs show
-

nappy householders iaingfloors,
installing central heating and
putting upshelves, Gradually a shift
occurs from the optimism of home
improvement to the drudgery of
household maintenance. For over
25 years the house, says Landy,
'has been a shelter, a skin and a
shield —the place that harbours my
Dad. I'm using it and the way that
things go wrong with it as an analogy
for the body.' Over images of peeling
paintwork, subsidence, cracks and
dryrot, his fatherwhistles the tunes
of his favourite Jim Reeves songs:
'Am I losing you?... Every road has a
bend.'
For 'No 62' Landyshot 110 hours
of footage of his father awake and
asleep. After the frenetic DIY
activity, images of rusting tools
dangling like corpses in the shed
seem especially poignant: so does
a seed, caught in a cobweb and
dancing gently in the breeze.
'Hanging there, they become
symbols,' says Landy, After tne
accident myfather lost interest in
things; time is endless, it means
nothing. If it weren't for my mother,
he probably wouldn't even eat.
Watching him trying to put rubder
bands round packets of pills, you
sense the frustration that comes
with loss of dexterity from muscle
wastage. Twelve pills, the daily
dose, sit in ajar top; a dead
dragonfly lies incarcerated in a
container; through the orange glass
of an ashtray, one sees ash flicked
from a cigarette by his father as be
watches television, turned up loud
to overcome his tinnitus.
Michael Landy left home in the
early '80s aged 18; meanwhile, cm
parents' situation gets more
difficult. 'My father is 64 now,' says
Landy, 'and as he gets older, his
condition degenerates. We are a:,
still dealing with the consequences,
it's not hopeful situation.'
Looking at previous work like
'Scrapheap Services' (1996), which
posited a companythat disposes of
people 'who no longer play an
important role in life', you realise
thatthe subject has preoccupied
Landy for a long time. What makes
'Semi-detached' so powerful is its
directness. Away of coming to
terms with 'a hopeless situation', it
also acts as a tribute. 'I try to give
things value,' says Landy. 1 feel
protective, though putting his life Out
into the open I don't know how
protective that is.'
-

'Semi-detached'is at Tate Britain
until Dec 12.
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' Moving house

Michael Landy's latest work is a poignant tribute

to his father
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Rebecca Smithers
Education correspondent

Criticism of exams by those
who claim there has been
"dumbing down" every year as
pass rates improve is an exclusively British phenomenon,
demoralising to young people
and debilitating to society,
according to the head of the
Qualifications and Curriculum
Authority, Ken Boston.
As the exam season began, he
said in an interview for today's
Education Guardian that he
was generally optimistic they
would go well, without major
logistical problems.
But he was exasperated by
the prospect of hei inevitable
August argut "that more
neans lep th,éêmphasis on
dumbingdown rather than
levelling up"..
The onein five candidates
currently getting top grades
could not be matched anywhere in the world. "It's just
stunning, and yet we use it as
an excuse to rend our garments and wear sackcloth."
He said the A-level was a
"world-class" qualification
which would be incorporated
into the diploma proposed for
the new structure for the 14.-to19 age group.
The first of this summer's
GCSE exams were taken yesterday and the A-levels begin
next Monday. A record 26m
exam scripts and items of
coursework are predicted to
be in circulation.
Dr Boston, who once described the exam system as akin
to "a Victorian cottage industry" said: "It's not to say things
can't go wrong. It's a huge
operation.
"There may well be some
mistakes and problems that
emerge, but they will be dealt
with and there won't be any
shaking of the foundations in
terms of standards, which
there were in 2002."
To try to prevent scripts
going missing the QCA and
Parcelforce are piloting a
Aep=e, parcel delivery1 prpcess" at 50 schools and wLcgPs
in Leeds. If successful it will
be used nationally nest year.
Making his mark,
Education Guardian, page 2

Maev Kennedy Arts and
heritage correspondent

In theory Semi-detached
opens to the public today at
Tate Britain. In practice
Michael Landy's new
installation is not the kind
of sculpture you can just
whip a cloth off.
Invited guests were
yesterday gaping in
amazement at the full-sized
Victorian house which now
fiUa ftsWrliqus central
gJ yJtpyft). Xlie vaulted
roofjust clearing Its chimney pOts.
re is a fullally detailed
size, hy
artist's family
replica

home in Essex, complete to
the last UPVC window and
rusty hook for a vanished
washing line, where his
parents still live and where
he and his sisters were
brought up.
His father, John Landy,
still lives in the real house,
but haunts the Tate Britain:
the soundtrack is his voice
whistling favourite tu.ies
including Jim Reeves 4ongs
and DamlyBby.
lovingly hoarded DY
magazines and closehi
goutj
1 tasks around the hc
I John Landy was a

miuer.who was so badly
injured in an industrial
accident in 1977 that he was
never able to return to
work.
Michael Landy's most
famous previous work was
Breakdown 2001, in which
he used an industrial
shredder to destroy all his
possessions.
The very last, and the one
that hurt most, was a
sheepskin jacket his father
had given him, iable.eyer
t)karit agal)3ftJz,tJ.1ehj
accident.
Semi-detached by Michael
Landu is at TatëBäin:
Photograph;MartinArgles

The Guardian, 18t May 2004
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Artist's semidetached
view of his father's life
FOUR YEARS ago, the
artist Michael Landy
destroyed every
possession he owned,
shredding, grinding and
taking apart more than
7,000 items in the name of
art in his project
Breakdown 2001.

Now he has unveiled a
year-long project which
painstakingly does the
opposite by detailing his
father's possessions in a
life-size sculpture of the
house in which he grew up
in Essex and in which his
parents still live.
The installation, called
Semi-detached, at the
Duveen Galleries at Tate
Britain from today, will
be destroyed when the
exhibition finishes on 12
December. The replica

BY AIUFA AKBAR
home but is cut in half.
Inside are two screens
displaying photographs
and videos that trace the
everyday trivia that his 65year-old father has been
collecting since he was
disabled by an industrial
accident in 1977, when the
artist was 13.
Landy, 41, took 297
photographs of the house

in an effort to remain
faithful to the original and
experts had to complete

the pointing in the brick
work and pebble dashing

inside the gallery.
Landy recently spoke of
the impact of his father's

bears the exact

dimensions of the family

-

accident in a newspaper
interview. He said: "It was
a kind of defining moment
in my family I felt that I
needed to articulate that."

Michael Landy's replica of his parents' home, 'Semi-detached', is at Tate Britain from today

David Sandison

Simply streets ahead of the rest
h yawn: not another
perfectly reconstructed
house shoehorned into an
art
gallery.
Rachel
Whiteread's done that already. So why
should we traipse along to Tate
Britain to see Semi-detached, an
installation by Michael Landy?
Well, the answers to that are various
and pressing; so let me begin with
just what it is that Landy's done. Yes,
he's built an exact replica of his parents' Essex semi, down to the last
rusted nail and clothes-line on its
back wall. Semi-detached is anatomically correct, taking all the grubby
secrets of domesticity the flaking
paint, the satellite dishes and plastic
curtains and bringing them out in
the open. Although the obvious
analogy is with Whiteread's Ghost,
a more useful one might be with
Tracey Emin's My Bed, both works
being about context. A bed in a
bedroom is a bed, a bed in an art
gallery is something else: a twist in
the history of Realism, an artistic
triumph of the will. And so with a
semi-detached house.
The big difference between the two
works, though, is in their subtlety.
Where we're encouraged to feel
that My Bed lets us in on some
narcissistic private world, Semi-

C)

Charles
Darwent
Michael Landy:
Semi-detached
Tate Britain
LONDON

-

-
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detached's secrets are all well-known.
Plastic clothes-lines and satellite
dishes are already out in the open. Far
from telling us anything about the
people who live in Landy's house, they
hide them. The thing that strikes you
as you look at Semi-detached is its
utter blankness; that it's unknowable
in being just like every other house
in every other Street in Britain, armoured with same-ness.
Which makes what Landy has done
with his house strange and brave. Like
an architectural Damien Hirst, he's
anatomised it, sliced it in two. Its
front half is in the southern end of
the Duveen Galleries, its back half
50 metres away to the north. On each
of the house's two cut faces is.a screen,
one showing slides of pages from doit-yourself manuals collected by
Landy's father, the other the video of
a family life so very slow as to
suggest longeurs.
And yet boredom isn't really the
story of Semi-detached. While the two
films seem depressingly familiar, they
are also mystifying, as though Landy
were both the son of the house and
a Martian seeing earthlings for the
first time. At one moment, his camera pans over a shelf of fetish-objects
that come into focus as DIY supplies:
Wickes Cable Clips, string, pots of

At home: 'Semi-detached' by Michael Landy 'overcomes associations of class
and architecture to become a simple, formal object; a piece of sculpture'

glue. At another, we look through a
pane of dimpled glass presumably
the result of the elder Mr Landy's interest in home improvements to
hear, or not quite hear, some unintelligible story being told over
breakfast. And you suddenly understand that suburban-ness, the ritual visit to B&Q is about safety; that
an Englishman's homes is his castle because it assumes attack; that
Mr Landy's DIY bibles are just
-

-

that: holy books, offering nostrums
against a universe of scratched car
paint, bindweed, rising damp and
other people.
What isn't at all clear is what
Michael Landy thinks about this. In
2001, he destroyed all his worldly goods
in a show called Breakdown in a shop
on London's Oxford Street. Breakdown
struck many critics as anticonsumerist, although it was perhaps
more straightforwardly sculptural:

Independent on Sunday, 23" May 2004

just as you can't define solids without
a void, so you can't define yourself by
What you own unless You don't own
it any more. In the same way, Semidetached doesn't sneer at the idea that
dignity can be bought at I-Iomcbase, but
nor does it endorse it. And, as with
Breakdown, Landy conveys his own
mixed feelings sculpturally.
The Duveen Galleries are in the kind
of hail that demands the word
"marbled". You'd imagine that a pebbledashed semi from Essex would look
ridiculous in them. And yet Landy's
house holds its own, its hog-standard,
straight-up-and-down lines looming up
magnificently against the Duveen's
sprung arches and cut stone. It overcomes associations of class and
architecture to become a simple, formal
object; a piece of sculpture.
From this, you might conclude
that Landy has something to say
about the dignity of the common man,
although that isn't true either. And it's
this that makes his work so arresting.
The cracking open of his father's
carefully constructed shell is neither
fond nor cruel, patronising nor
cornplicitous. The cut faces of the
family semi are like an enormous
version of a child's drawing of house,
and you sense that it's Landy who's
drawn it; that he's not just from the

world of his art, but viscerally of it.
Where Emin or Richard Billingham are
exclamation-mark artists, bawling out
their family dramas on the air, Landy
is a teller of quiet stories. You've got
seven months to see this wonderful
work. Make sure you do.
c.darwcntindependent.co.uk
'Michael Landy: Semi-detached': Tate
Britain, London SWI (020 78878008) to
12 December

Independent on Sunday, 23" May 2004
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Reflective, sad and meticulously
observed—artist Michael Landy 's
ambitious new work at Tate Britain
is sure to hit home. By Daisy Garnett
If you go to Tate Britain this month and you
really should —you will walk into an art gallery
and find ahouse there. It is part of an exhibition
called Semi-detached by the artist Michael
Landy, and it is a life-size copy of the house
he grew up in, the house in which his parents
still live, and the house which his father,
because of a mining accident in the late
Seventies, has not left for 27 years. It's a
perfect replica of the semi's pebble-dashed
façade and back wall, with its extension. You
will be able to go "inside" the house, but rather
than rooms there will be, on the back of each
wall, large screens showing two further pieces
of work by Landy: aflim about his father, which
he has spent almost an entire uninterrupted
year shooting, and a series of images of happy,
can-do couples, taken from his father's massive
collection of DIY magazines, dating from the
Fifties. The images, shown like a seamless
slideshow, are accompanied by 13 Jim Reevestype whistle-while-you-work songs whistled,
some at full throttle, others as more of a rasp,
by Landy's father.
This is not the first time that Landy has
produced a big work of art that inspires a lot
of talk and feeling. He is famous for his
2001 piece Break Down, in which he spent
14 days destroying everything he owned.
Forty-five thousand people passed
through the old C&A Oxford Street store
Landy had taken over to watch him crush
his 7,227 possessions, including his
cherry-red Saab, passport, love letters
and extensive art collection.
Landy studied art at Goldsmiths in the
late Eighties at the same time as many>
-
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of the YBAs, and his work was an AbMSer
integral part of the 1988 Freeze intheprom
exhibition curated by Damien
Hirst. He is friends with many of
his peers, and his partner is the ayearobse
artist Gillian Wearing. His houseandt
collection now dust in a landfill
site included works by Hirst, photograpt
Anya Gallaccio, Chris Oflli, Tracey
Emin, Wearing and Gary Hume,
as well as his own entire archive.
Break Down was described as everything
from madcap theatre to a consumerist strip
show; a consumerist experiment in identity;
and an exploration into where the self ends
and things begin. But the one detail that nearly
every report noted was that the last item
Landy destroyed was a sheepskin coat given to
him by his father. Landy's father bought the
coat by instalment in the Seventies, but was
unable to wear it for long, as soon after the
purchase the roof of a mine tunnel he was
working in collapsed on top of him, burying
him and leaving him with a fractured spine.
As a result he has been housebound since he
was 37 and his son was 14.
Like Break Down, Semi-detached with its
house, film andwhistlingcycle—isarumination
on identity and memory; value and worth.
When I first went to visit Landy to talk about
this new work, I wasn't sure what to expect.
I wondered how he would be translating his

had. It's odd, because I'm
used to separating my
family and work, and there
I was making myself go
back home as an artist."
Landy, more than many
of his peers, is an obsessive
observer. His last work, for
example, Nourishment,
was a series of 21 lifesized, meticulouslydetailed
etchings of weeds he
found growing between
the cracks in pavements

-

-
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"Break Uowii was iescribed as madcap
theatre, a consumerist strip show, a consumer ist
experiment in identity, and an exploration of
Where the self ends and things begin
observations and feelings about his father and
the circumstances in which he grew up into
art; art, moreover, that would be filling a large
and public space. "I know," Landy said the first
time I met him, six months ago. "I spent a lot
of time wondering the same thing. Most of
the time I thought, 'You can't do it, Landy.
This one has beaten you. Nothing will be
good enough." He laughs. "I think that a lot,
though. And there just didn't seem to be any
way of not doing something about my father,
because when the Tate asked me to do
something, I thought I should somehow try to
make sense of his accident and the effect it has

around London. For Semi-detached he
watched and videotaped his father's daily
routine his pill taking, nevspaper reading,
television watching, fitful sleeping, cigarette
smoking and meagre eating day after day.
What he saw, also, though, were the things that
usually go unnoticed.
"Over the months I watched a stain on the
wall change colour," he tells me. "I watched
fluff forming and dust collecting and spiders
whirling. I heard the clock ticking and the
fridge-freezer turning on and off. I would just
stay there and watch. If you wait long enough,
things happen." What would happen, T ask? >
-

-
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THE MAN WHO DESTROYED EVERYTHING

Thursday 29 August 10.30pm-11.25pm 2002

In February 2001, artist Michael Landy systematically destroyed
everything he owned in the name of art. For his installation
artwork, Breakdown, he spent a fortnight in the window of the
old C&A shop in London's Oxford Street destroying all his
worldly possessions.
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The Man Who Destroyed Everything examines what inspired
Michael Landy to take all his 7,000 possessions, arrange then
into eight categories and annihilate them.
Printed on wall sized sheets, the inventory of Landy's
possessions resembled a makeshift war memorial. The public
measured their belongings against his as they questioned
whether they could live without their photographs or their
address book, their CDs or their credit card. It made people
examine their values. He'd touched a rare chord in a consumer
dominated society. A graduate of Goldsmiths College of Art, in
the early 1990s Michael Landy was even more acclaimed than
Damien Hirst. But as he didn't make saleable art, galleries
dropped him as soon as they realised that he had no
commercial value.
How did he feel after the culmination of four years work with
nothing left: no identification (passport, birth certificate, driving
license were all destroyed) only an overdraft and his cat?
Filmed over several months, the film records the artist's
'rehabilitation' back into ordinary life: his struggle with
consumerism, his first acquisitions, including a credit card and
his shopping sprees in Oxford Street with his one-time dealer
Karsten Schubert.
The Man Who Destroyed Everything is an intimate, sometimes
comic, portrait of an idealistic, unpretentious artist struggling to
evaluate the meaning of his life in commerce as he begins to
understand the real meaning of his breakdown. As part of the
Brit Art pack, many of whom have made fortunes from their
work, does Michael Landy stand out as a brave warrior or is he
just making a bid for fame?

http: '7www.bbc. co.uk!bbcfour/documentaries/ features/feature micheallandy.shtml
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Stuff and nonsense
Michael Landy famously destroyed all 7,226 of his
possessions. One year on, Tim Cumming finds that
life for the artist is more complicated than ever
Wednesday February 13, 2002
The Guardian
It is almost a year since Michael
Landy's Break Down opened in the
vacant C&A building on Oxford Street
in central London. Standing on a
platform over a production line
manned by 10 blue-collared
operatives, the artist directed the
cataloguing and destruction of all his
possessions, right down to the last
sock. An examination of consumerism,
he called it an assertion of his
freedom of choice according to the
logic of the consumer society. An act
of madness, said others. "We had this
mini revolution the two weeks we were
there," he says now. "It was like an
island surrounded by the everyday
world we know. Something else was
going on."
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Artist Michael Landy. Photo:
Eamonn McCabe

Over 45,000 people came to see just what that something else
was. And after the doors had closed at the end of the last day
which drew a record 8,000 visitors Landy and the operatives
climbed into the plastic trays that had carried his possessions
to their fate for a victory circuit of the production line. In total,
7,226 items had been reduced into sacks destined for landfill.
Now the event exists only in inventory, ensuring that Landy
may know everything about what he had, but can never get
anything back.
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"When I finished I did feel an incredible sense of freedom," he
says, "the possibility that I could do anything. But that freedom
is eroded by the everyday concerns of life. Life was much
simpler when I was up on my platform."
His real-life reversal of production-line consumerism attracted
an enormous media response, ranging from Newsweek
profiles to Viz cartoon strips. He became the subject of
sermons on the morality of consumerism; his work was
attacked for its wanton destruction; a priest and psychiatrist
offered counselling. Others turned that overhead platform of
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his into some kind of anti-capitalist pedestal. Someone even
threw a note into one of the trays that read: "Save me." "But I
don't want to be a saint," he says. "I'm a sinner, I like sinning."
For some, he sinned too much. The inclusion of fellow artists'
work in Break Down almost certainly cost him his Turner Prize
nomination. "To certain jury members," his former dealer
Karsten Schubert reveals, "destroying other artists' works was
completely unacceptable. It was an act of corn plete vandalism.
Denying him a nomination was a way of putting this message
across."
One of the last objects to be destroyed was his father's
sheepskin coat. "The things I valued the most I left till last." The
coat became a testament to his new value system as it
circulated through those two weeks to its destruction. "One girl
came up to me and wanted to swap it for what she had in her
duffle bag. I said I couldn't give it to her, but she could try and
steal it. I wanted someone to take it away but they didn't." The
coat assumed a kind of totemic significance during the show,
and it's one loss that seems to weigh heavily on Landy. "I really
felt I was jinxing my dad by destroying it."
Landy's father came to England as a 15-year-old Irish
immigrant. When he was 37 the age Landy was during Break
Down he was working in a tunnel in Hexham when the
wooden roof collapsed on him, breaking his spine and almost
burying him alive. At first he didn't even know whether he would
walk again. He received compensation, but it was a pitiful
recompense for what's become a lifetime of chronic ill-health,
and there is a clear and powerful undercurrent of anger in
Landy and his work that is borne of his father's experience.
-

-

In the first few days after the show, Landy found it difficult to
readjust to life away from his platform. "It was like attending my
own funeral," he says. "I'd had people turning up I hadn't seen
for years." Though he remains in close contact with all his
operatives they are meeting for an anniversary celebration
he recalls the atmosphere on the production line as being very
highly strung.
-

-

"Some of them were really perturbed by the whole thing," he
says. Including his mother, who broke down in tears when she
saw the exhibition. "I had to throw my mum out. She started
crying and I couldn't handle those emotions. She had to go. It
was my responsibility to finish it in the most appropriate way
possible."
Landy has made little art since Break Down. "I didn't want to
make any work," he says. "I didn't want to do anything. I didn't
feel the need to." Instead he has spent his time working on a
forthcoming documentary about himself, and completing Break
Down's computerised inventory, to be published as a book next
month. Otherwise, Landy the artist has done little but try to
make sense of what he had done, and its implications.
Is there an urge, I ask him, to track down items from his past
that other people own, a kind of missing limb syndrome of
possessions? "Years ago, my first girlfriend demanded all her
love letters back," he says, "so somewhere, wherever she is
now, she has all this stuff. But maybe she's thrown it all away
now. I did think about tracking her down for the TV programme
and getting all my letters from her. That would have been really
good."
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The Man Who Destroyed Everything, due to be broadcast for
the launch of the new BBC4 arts channel in March, puts Landy
and his work in a personal context he has previously
eschewed. The importance of his father's legacy on his art, for
example. It begins by following Landy's forays into the
consuming world immediately after Break Down: phoning for a
new credit card, cutting keys, buying a shaver, getting his
identity back. "It was disheartening to go out and get a new
passport and birth certificate," he says. "I found all that a bit
soul-destroying. I didn't want to buy anything really." And
without a TV crew behind him, he probably never would have.
He has had friends and backers to help him with the project.
There is former gallery owner Karsten Schubert, who together
with private dealer Thomas Dane put up the final four-figure
sum that made Break Down happen. They were supposed to
have been compensated with sacks of granules valued at
£4,000 each, but at the last minute Landy changed his mind
and buried everything. "I suppose I owe them now," he says.
We see Schubert in the documentary chaperoning Landy back
into consumer society, fitting him out in a new set of clothes
and shoes from the high street for £250.
Gallery offers, meanwhile, have come in from all over the
world, including a request from Brazil to do it all again at the
Sao Paulo Biennale. Having pointed out that Break Down
wasn't something you can revive like a musical, he has finally
agreed to exhibit some new drawings, updates of the Michael
Landy at Home series that preceded last year's event.
"I'm still not free of it," he says. "Michael Craig Martin called it
an art work, not a way of life, but I think people would have
been disappointed if I'd just gone out with loads of money and
gone shopping." But with the exhibition in Sao Paulo imminent
he has finally started drawing again, and now, he says, he can't
stop. "I've been doing drawings of street flowers," he says.
"They don't need many nutrients; they can survive in very harsh
conditions. I like that analogy of a plant that lives in little cracks
in the street. I just pick them from around the estate where I
live."
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For over 10 years, Artangel have been commissioning artists to create
works outside the gallery context, many of which have entered the
folklore of recent art history: Rachel Whiteread's House; Tony Ousler's
projections in Soho Square; John Berger's memorable journey down
the Aldwych tube station; Robert Wilson's HG in the bowels of Clink
Street and, most recently, Michael Landy's Breakdown at the old C&A
store, Oxford Street. This roll-call of successful projects is testimony to
the intelligence and sensitivity of the commissioning process.
With each project deserving a lecture to itself, James Lingwood's talk to
Art & Architecture focused on a selection to indicate the typology of the
commissioning process. Working with visual artists, writers,
choreographers, performers, he argued that Artangel have developed a
unique (at least in this country) method of commissioning, one which
places "the artist at the heart of the project". As the commissioning
agent, Artangel acts less like the traditional broker between funding
body and artist, a role which he claimed invariably "circumscribed the
vision of what the artist wants to realise", and more as a promoter or
editor, facilitating the process. Raising funds from private benefactors
and sponsors, rather than reliant on public funding, places Artangel in
the enviable position of not having to explain or be answerable,
"respecting the opacity of the creative process". They were not reliant
on "the numbers game" for their legitimacy.
Describing Janet Cardiffs acoustic guide to Whitechapel, Missing Voice
Case Study B, James illustrated the stages of a project's development:
Research, which can take years, Production a matter of months, and
Reception, possibly only minutes. He claimed that it was this real, "live
experience" by the public of the completed work, its intensity, which
distinguished their work from other, more familiar forms of Art
presentation. Adding that as their projects are all temporary, "they avoid
the compromise of permanence".
The role of Place, and particularly those of historical London, is an
integral element of the collaboration. The site, James explained, is "an
active part of the material of the work". In all 30 of their realised projects
"the artists and the art, the artists and the city are indivisible".
This is apparent in Tony Ousler's The Influence Machine, a
contemporary son et lumiere in Soho Square, where videos were
projected against the buildings, trees and smoke. Unearthing the
history of the site where Logie Baird first broadcast, Ousler, with his
ghostly monologues, played on the circulatory of history.
Other projects discussed where Ilya Kabokov's The Palace of Projects,
a Tatlin-type construction in the Camden Roundhouse containing 60
projects by fictional people, each demonstrating how we would make
the world, or ourselves, better "A compendium of tragi-comedic ideas
about utopian dreams"; Michael Landy's Breakdown on Oxford Street,
where he destroyed all his possessions in a comment about personal
identity and consumerism. With 8,000 shoppers visiting the store on the
last day, was this a new audience or unhealthy voyeurism? And,
naturally, the famous House which, beyond its undoubted qualities as a
sculpture, raised complex questions about the media and Artangel's
responsibility in responding to their outburst.
-

The success of Artangel projects justifies the value of their approach;
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the lengthy incubation period, the emphasis on marrying the artist to
the site; irrelevance of consensus which, in James' words, leads to art
which offends nobody, but interests nobody'. But are there lessons to
be drawn, can their methodology be transferred to other organisations?
As they concentrate on London, are their similar opportunities
elsewhere? Artangel "do
Public Art with a difference" can it be replicated?
-
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'The happiest day of my life'
Artist Michael Landy tells Tim Cumming how it feels
to watch his every possession disappear into a
shredder
Search this site

Saturday February 17, 2001
The Guardian

in

Oxford Street, the most famous shopping street in Britain, is
playing host to one of the more genuinely disturbing art events
of recent years. Michael Landy's Break Down is a piece of
alternative retail therapy housed in what was once a C&A
department store near Marble Arch. Dominating the strippeddown retail space is a long, winding automatic conveyor belt
which reminds one, in a consumer year-zero sort of way, of the
famous conveyor belt of prizes in The Generation Game,
carrying as it does an endlessly circling succession of trays of
Michael Landy's stuff, in different stages of breakdown.
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About two years ago, Landy decided he was going to get rid of
everything. Take it apart and destroy it. Not as a criticism of
consumerism, he says, but as a consumerist experiment in
identity. To find out what it felt like. To find out how much of his
life depended on what he used, what he owned. At the show's
private view last week, he still didn't know how he was going to
feel as the conveyor belt sprang his intricately planned project
into action. The next day he told me he thought it was the
happiest day of his life. He'd seen people moved to tears. He'd
also seen them nicking stuff from the trays, but that's
consumerism, part of what he expected.
Over the next two weeks, the artist and his nine assistants, all
dressed in the same blue overalls, will break down into their
constituent parts more than 7,000 items that were once his, the
material sum total of the artist's life. Each part of each part will
be logged onto a database as it is torn, ripped and broken
apart, shredded, and then reduced to fine granules of matter
that Landy hopes to bury in a shopping mall.
This assembly line of personal breakdown was designed by the
artist and assembled by DSC, a real-life company ("Providing
Solutions to the Waste Handling Industry"). This echoes
Landy's previous major project, Scrap Heap Services, now
owned by Tate Britain. In that show, thousands of cut-out tin
figures were fed into a shredding machine a comment on the
disposability of the worker-consumer in a voraciously
consuming society. With Break Down, however, it has become
personal.
-
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There is a gantry over the conveyor system, where the artist
can be seen standing, conductor-like, picking trays of his
belongings to be dispatched into the industrial shredder. Then
there are four bays where assistants are busy dismantling and
sorting everything he owned from clothes to personal stereos.
His own stereo, he says, is made up of 243 parts. In the bay in
front of the gantry is a red Saab, the engine suspended over
the open bonnet, piece by piece being taken apart by an expert
Saab mechanic called Dave.
With Break Down, John Lennon's notion of "Imagine no
possessions" becomes an eerie reality, and there's a Zen-like
feel to the event, to which the throng of visitors bear witness.
As we mill around the deconstruction lines, many of us in
groups for there is safety in numbers when faced with such
wholesale destruction it is impossible to escape Break
Down's encompassing frame, for nothing is being performed
here. It is simply being done, and undone. We are witnesses to
an obsessive, unwavering process of sorting, labelling,
deconstruction and destruction. So just your average working
day then. As Landy's personal effects and consumer fetishes
are reduced to base matter, the witnessing crowd is framed by
its own baggage, and by Oxford Street itself.
-

-

The trays take about 10 minutes to make a complete circuit of
the conveyor belt and, if you stay long enough, what seems an
endless stream begins to find its peculiar place in your
memory. You find yourself tracking specific things, choosing
what you'd want to keep, wondering when they'll disappear. A
pair of boots, computer parts, electrical wiring, mattress
stuffing, drawings, prints, photographs, exhibition catalogues, a
bread basket, a red, wooden wagon wheel. Break Down is
relentless and, as it circles towards its inevitable destruction, I
think of the piles of spectacles and shoes in Nazi death camps,
of Holocaust victims, stripped of their belongings and their
humanity. Not that the work is drawing a direct link but, by its
very nature, Break Down encourages the witness to follow their
own associations, and to wonder how much of what it is to be
human is in what we own.
By lunchtime, the place is full of people, but it is the sound of
the conveyor system and not the buzz of voices that you hear.
Group after group mills past the huge inventories, like lists of
war dead, that line the rear walls of the space under separate
headings: Artwork, Clothes, Electrical, Furniture. Here and
there are redundant shop signs that by default become part of
Break Down a Please Pay Here sign hung over the gantry,
and posters peeling from the walls echoing Landy's early1990s exhibition at Karsten Schubert's: Closing Down Sale.
Everything Must Go.
-

And go it will. There is no end product, for the artist or the art
market. By February 24, Landy will have nothing left but his
memories, and the ladder to the gantry which he bought
himself for a little more than £400.
What will be the last possession to be broken down? The keys
to the car, perhaps. Or maybe his father's coat. Landy admits
to making emotional choices when dispatching items to the
shredder. And I wonder what will be his first purchases, his first
consuming steps back to his own belongings, and how he will
make them, and for how long he will, like Blanche DuBois in A
Streetcar Named Desire, depend on the kindness of strangers.
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When I told people about Break Down some laughed and a
few were angry. "Anger?' says Landy, "That's good. I had
thought about recycling it or selling it or giving it all away. But it
had to be destroyed." His process of self-revelation, his
consumerist strip show, takes the opposite route of Tracey
Emin's graphic self-display or Damien Hirst's professional
com modification. Instead of showing out, Landys Break Down
journeys within, consuming what is his and discarding the
accoutrements of modern life to find out exactly what happens
when nothing's left.
Michael Landy's Break Down is at 499-523 Oxford Street,
London Wi, until February 24.
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